
Take your pick from ... 

By IAN FRASER 
This is a WHEELS one-timer - a rare departure into the ultra-stable world of commercials. 
last year there were only four utilities in the field; this year there are five, and maybe we'll 
have a sixth by next year. But whichever way the manufacturers cut and splice the market, 
the sales will stay the same - even as close as within a dozen cars over 12 months. 

ONE of the most stable facets 
of the highly complex auto

motive sales market in Australia 
is the utility division. Each year 
almost 30 manufacturers and im
porters-including our Big Three
are assured of some 34,000 sales 
from the "slave" vehicle market. 
So steady is this market that 1968 
Australian registration figures 'in
creased by only eight on the pre
vious year. 

In the past five years utility 
registrations have slowly increased 
by three percent - a figure which, 
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while roughly parallel to the gen
eral increase in overall registrations, 
is definitely without the wild ll.uct
uations which appear in the "trend
dictated" car market. 

But a lack of individual ll.uctua
tion, and a lack of startling success 
stories by manufacturers does not 
mean the buying public is getting 
an inferior product. Today's utilit
ies incorporate all the technologi
cal advances of the car world -
including the swing to options. If 
a Gulargambone grazier wishes, he 
can now take his hay to the back 

paddock in a 120 mph, four-on-the
ll.oor, limited-slip-differentialed, red 
hot VB. Or he can buy a good solid 
ute which is going to do the job 
he asks without fuss or bother. 

According to market researchers 
the majority of utility sales are 
aimed at the country, and regis
tration figures indicate that some 
65 percent of sales are made in 
country areas. While utilities make 
up less than eight percent of the 
overall motor market in Australia, 
State-wide sales percentages jump 
as high as 25 percent of the overall 



total in developmental and agricul
tural-based regions such as the 
Northern Territory and Queensland. 
In the Northern Territory last year 
784 utilities were registered for use 
compared with only 1207 cars. 

Leading sales by a wide margin 
is Holden. GM-H was the first com
pany to produce a cheap, reliable, 
lightweight utility featuring a wide 
and easily available range of spare 
parts most important to the coun
try buyer. By the time other manu
facturers began producing compar
able products (and with some this 
was as late as last year) GM-H had 
won the farmers' confidence and 
the majority of their purchases. 

Last year the General notched 
up 14,454 registrations - almost 
double that of the next biggest 
seiler, Ford on 7942. 

Next on the market is Chrysler 
with some 4060 sales shared be
tween three identical utilities mar
keted under two names - Dodge 
and Valiant. Next comes the first 
of the four cylinder models, Toyota 
with 1864 sales and then a new
comer, the BLMC Austin 1800 which 

Holden is top Australian ute with a 
consistent 14,000-plus sales a year. 
Though least stylish of all utes, it 
is the cheapest basic ute available 
and has benefit of the most exten
sive dealer back-up network. 

sold 639 units in four and a half 
months after its release in the 
latter half of last year. 

For the farmer and commercial 
vehicle buyer, the infiux in recent 
years of the Japanese and British 
(albeit Australian-produced) models 
on to what has been a predomin
antly Australian "take-it-or-Ieave
it" market has been a very good 
thing. Buyers now have a wide 
choice of individual models to suit 
specialist jobs. Competition in what 
has for years been a non-competi
tive market has kept prices down 
and service up-both of which are 
essential to a man running his 
vehicle purely as a commercial 
venture. 

Undoubtedly the most popular 
model on the Australian market has 
been the old straight six-be it in 
Holden, Falcon, or Valiant form. 
The six bas been used in light
weight utilities since the early 1950s 
and has won a reputation for relia
bility, economy and good usable 
torque. 

Holden's range of three six cylin
der engines starts with the basic 
161 cubic inch unit producing some 
114 bhp at 4400 rpm. Maximum 
torque of 157lbj ft comes in at 
2000 rpm. A drawback from a com
mercial point of view is the engine's 
9.2 to 1 compression ratio which 

No, British Leyland doesn't claim 
a payload of 20 Shorthorn Here
fords 101' its new Austin 1800 ute, 
but it is already making bold 
claims on a share of the pick-up 
market. Introduced last year, it 
sold enough in four months to 
nearly displace the regular four 
cylinder Toyota from its position 
on yearly averages. BLMC expects 
a lot of the vehicle this year. 

requires super fuel for smooth 
running. Realising this, GMH has 
this year introduced an optional 
8.2 to 1 ratio into the 161 range. 
Dropping only 6 bhp, the engine 
is quite happy to run all day on 
cheaper standard fuel. For the far
mer who has only one pump, or 
runs his tractors and other farm 
equipment on standard, this is far 
simpler. 

Ford starts with a 3.1-litre six 
producing a claimed 118 bhp at 4400 
rpm and a maximum torque of 180 
lbjft at 2400 rpm. With a com
preSSion ratio of 8.7 to 1 the Falcon 
is right on the premium petrol 
border line. 

Chrysler's basic six used in both 
the Dodge and Valiant is by far 
the most powerful of the three
and strangely runs on the lowest 
compreSSion ratio. Producing 145 
bhp the 225 cu in. slant six has a 
compression ratio of 8.4 to 1. All 
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Chrysler produces this handsome Valiant ute, and 
backs-up with an identical Dodge version. They total 
4000-plus sales yearly between them. The basic Dodge 
is $2202, with the Valiant $86 up on this. 
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Manufacturers conflict on measuring systems and 
claims for capacity. Accepted usable floor width is 
between wheel arches - but some companies claim 
full width. Another area of confusion is in tail-gate. 
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5 BEAUT UTES 
three engines have seven bearing 
crankshafts-and all three run in 
standard form through a three
speed column shift. 

Higher revving, the Toyota Crown 
and the Austin 1800 Mk II both 
use four cylinder engines - the 
Toyota's of 1998 cc and the Austin's 
a smaller 1798 cc. The Toyota, with 
a compression ratio of only 8 to 1 
produces 95 bhp at 5000 rpm and 
110 lb/ ft of torque at 3000 rpm. 
The Austin is close behind on an 
8.6 to 1 compression ratio, produc
ing 87 bhp at 5300 rpm and gross 
torque of 101lb/ ft at 2200 rpm. 

Like the big sixes, the Toyota 
runs conventionally through a 
front engine, rear wheel drive set
up. The Austin, however, incor
porates the front-wheel-drive used 
on the 1800 sedan. In practical 
driving terms this serves no real 
advantage and requires an altera
tion in individual driving style. 
There is, however, no disadvantage 
either, except perhaps for a. low 
sump position that calls for a 
special guard. 

Of prime importance to the 
commercial user is carrying capa
city, and a vehicle's ability to 
operate efficiently with maximum 
load. The Big Three each claim a 
load capacity of around 13 cwt-the 
top two being Holden and Dodge 
which claim a slightly larger 13?! 
cwt capacity. Toyota claims about 
11 cwt while BMC states a maxi
mum load capacity of 10.8 cwt. 

Buyers should beware of load 
dimensional claims which vary 
enormously from salesyard to sales
yard depending from which ex
tremity the salesman begins to 
measure. Load-width is basically 
governed by the size of the wheel 
arches, some of which are quite 
huge. Perhaps the widest of the 
five utilities is the Austin 1800 
which, because of its front-wheel
drive, has quite narrow rear arches. 
The 1800 has a 50 in. wide tailgate 
and a 48.5 in. wide rear deck. 
Chrysler claims an arch to arcli 
width of 46.8 in., while Holden 
claims 44.8 in. Falcon and Toyota 
make no arch claims in their hand
out litera.ture but rather state over
all widths of 58 and 55 in. respec
tively. This compares favorably 
with the overall widths of the 
other brands. 

Falcon comes off worst in a 
measurement of tray length with 
only 67.5 in. compared to Holden's 
80.6 in., Valiant's 83 in. and Toy
ota's 81. BLMC merely claims a 
length of 104.56 in. with the tail
gate open, but say the front engine 

allows 80 percent of the utility's 
overall length to be used for pas
sengers and load carrying. 

To protect delicate loads, both 
the Holden and the Austin 1800 
use wooden hardboard runner 
strips along the steel tray tioors. 
BMC says its strips are easily 
replaceable. The other utilities all 
have integral metal skid strips. 
Floors on all the utilities are weld
ed steel but fioor to frame con
struction varies from model to 
model, and because of mass pro-
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duction, from utility to utility. 
Reinforcement is a key word in 

the design of heavy duty utilities 
-and although most are designed 
along the same lines as the cars 
of their manufacturers' range 
nearly every utility features beefed
up suspension. Ford's new range 
has beaten competitors by incor
porating a seven-leaf rear suspen
sion. Holden uses six. Toyota, in 
the interests of greater load carry
ing has removed the double acting 

(Continued on page 64) 

Toyota with a popular load. Note steel floors - Holden and BLMC use 
wooden floors to protect delicate loads. They are easily replaceable. 

Options game has become big deal in ute market-you can get all nor
mal performance equipment available jor sedans. Ultimate ute available 
is a Falcon GT ute - worth more than $4000. V8s are now common. 
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FIVE BEAUT UTES 
(Continued from page 55) 

hydraulic absorbers from the rear 
of its Crown and replaced them 
with single-acting units. Only 
BLMC is radically different with 
hydrolastic fiuid suspension, easily 
pumped to whatever pressures are 
required.. 

Only BLMC again offers front 
disc brakes as standa·rd equipment 
- surprising because all of these 
utilities are capable of carrying 
great weights at high speeds, and 
with that combination you need 
good, reliable braking power. 

Cheapest of the basic utilities is 
Holden, selling only $15 over the 
$2000 mark. Then comes the Austin 
lS00 on $2120, the Falcon on $2153, 
the Dodge on $2202, $86 cheaper 
than the identical Valiant. Dearest 
is the Toyota Crown on $2317. But 
these are only basic prices. In 
several cases buyers will be ex
pected to pay extra for a tonneau 
cover. As with the cars, buyers 
can now specify their utilities with 
optional engines ranging up to a 
302 cubic inch VS. A sports utility 
buyer could actually own a two
door Falcon GT utility - and it 
would cost more than $4000. 
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In an attempt to appeal to the 
style-conscious buyer the five com
panies have now begun plugging 
the "pleasure first, work second" 
angle. Ford offers three engine 
options-the 3.1-litre 11S bhp, the 
3.6-litre 140 bhp, and the 5-litre 
220 bhp VS. Holden offers its 161 
cu in. 114 bhp, lS6 cu in. six pro
ducing 126 or 145 bhp, and a 307 eu 
in. VS punching out 210 bhp. 
Chrysler is less drawn to the 
options struggle and offers only two 
choices-the 145 six or a high per
formance 160 bhp six. 

With BMC and Toyota, you get 
only the one engine but you can 
at least s p e c i f y transmission 
changes . . . three or four speed 
manual on the Toyota and four 
speed manual or automatic on the 
Austin. 

Performance options apart, the 
big two - Ford and Holden - also 
offer a wide range of comfort 
equipment . . . but neither could 
seriously expect a large market for 
bucket seats, air conditioning and 
power steering in this category. 
But other options like disc brakes 
($60 extra on Ford) and a limited 
slip differential for muddy work 
($42 extra on Ford) could get a 
wide sales response. 

It is, overall, impossible to pick 
an ideal utility. Each one has its 
merits depending on the job it will 
be called on to do. But with the 
list of options available it is now 
possible for even the commercial 
worker to style his choice of truck 
to suit his needs far better than 
before. . . :;:: 
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"Don't fret about payments, sir. In simple arithmetic 
it boils down to only 12 cents an hour for three 

years." 
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